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THE PURPOSE
OF THIS REPORT

The purpose of the Burwood Market Insights
Report it to present an analytical review of the
Burwood office market as at 30 June 2017 for
clients that use our services.
KEY FINDINGS
Rent increase of up to 25% on new leases.
Squeeze on available space, vacancy
at a record low.
New leases achieving $600 psqm, with
further growth expected.
John Hill & Co managed properties
continue to outperform non-managed
space by 13% (Grade 1).
Burwood office property remains
predominantly owned by investors.

THE BURWOOD
OFFICE MARKET

MARKET SIZE
Burwood comprises a total of 76,578 square metres
of investment grade office space*, as at 30 June 2017.
Overall the market grew by 11% last year which was easily
absorbed within the period.
The Burwood office market is primarily owned by
investors, approximately 80% of all space is generating
rental income for owners, with the remaining 20% being
owner occupied. An interesting observation is that
much of the investor owned space belongs to owners
operating in the local area.
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Burwood remains attractive to investors,
who own 80% of the market

LOCATION
Burwood remains a popular commercial hub, centred
around Burwood railway station and the high performing
retail strip along Burwood Road. Burwood is serviced
well by excellent rail links with express services to the
CBD, and a number of good bus routes.
Residential growth continues to grow, with a further
1,000 expected to be delivered in the next cycle, and
data shows steady demand for dwellings year on year
until 2036.** These new residents ensure services such
as banks, medical and Government departments are
based in Burwood.
The increased population in Burwood serves to support
the excellent retail, food and services businesses in the
area and further increases the appeal of Burwood for
employees and residents alike.
All day commuter parking remains under the control of
the local Council, ensuring commercial customers are
able to find short term parking when visiting the area,
thus supporting local business.

* This excludes individual offices in secondary locations or space
not generally identified as investment grade.
**Source: 2016 New South Wales State and Local Government
Area Household Projections and Implied Dwelling Requirements

IN-DEPTH
PROPERTY
ANALYSIS

COMMERCIAL PROPERTY SURVEY
To conduct this report on a regular basis, John
Hill & Co have classified each office property in
Burwood, drawing on our intimate knowledge
and experience in the area over the past 40 years.

Grade 2 – Well located building with
secondary services or secondary location with
quality services.

Grade 1
Grade 2
2%

Grade 1 – Well located building with
quality services.

Grade 3
45%

Each property was allocated one of the following
grades to allow us to analyse the market. These
grades can also assist our clients assess properties
for their own investment purposes..

13%
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Grade 3 – Secondary location with secondary
services.
The breakdown of the market can be described
as follows:
GRADE

AREA (SQM) %

1

34,539

45%

2

32,161

42%

3

9,878

13%

TOTAL

76,578

100%

Burwood office space is predominantly Grade 1
and 2, representing 87% of the market.

RECORD VACANCY LEVELS OF LESS THAN 1%
The big story here is the drop in vacancy in
Burwood to less than 1%, down from 3.95%
in December. Across Sydney vacancy rates
remain stable, moving marginally over the
12 month period, performing well compared
to other capital cities. Burwood’s office
market continues to outperform the Sydney
office market, supported by low supply and
strong demand.

Demand continues to grow in line with
employment. Supply in Sydney is in the midst
of a perfect storm. Future space is being
withdrawn from the market and converted to
residential at the same time as the Government
is resuming large office properties for new
rail links. Approximately 20,000sqm is being
resumed in North Sydney alone. New mixed
use developments will continue to deliver a
small amount of new space however new office
buildings are needed.

Office Market Vacancy Rate as at 30 June 2017
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CONSISTENT
RENTAL GROWTH

JOHN HILL & CO MANAGED
PROPERTIES PERFORM BETTER

Average Rental by Grade

Average Rental by Grade Managed vs Non-Managed
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Low vacancy rates and low supply continue
to drive rental growth. We have seen rents
increase in Burwood by 5.5% on average since
June 2016. These figures include many existing
leases secured some time ago. Recent lease
negotiations have been as high as $600 per
square metre.

Grade 3
Non
Managed

Research shows higher rents in properties managed
by a commercial agent. This is not surprising as local
agents have information on recent transactions not
freely available to the public. This gives the agent a
big advantage when negotiating new leases or, as a
last resort, going to arbitration.
John Hill & Co recently negotiated a 25% increase in
rents for a local SMSF investor with a keen interest
in the Burwood property market. The space was
situated in a Grade 2 building which now demands
$600 per square metre per annum, based on recent
transactions.
Our research shows on average properties managed
by John Hill & Co perform 15% better than nonmanaged properties.

AVERAGE RENTALS EXPECTED TO
CLIMB OVER NEXT 12 MONTHS
Burwood Commercial – Lease Expiry Profile at 30 June 2017
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The lease expiry profile spikes in 2017/18 with almost 22,000 sqm leased to two government
departments due to reach end of lease. The departments have five and ten year options to extend,
with market reviews expected.
Depending on the lease terms across these tenancies, the market reviews across this space will have a
dramatic impact on average rentals across the Burwood market and we anticipate this Report in 12-24
months will consistently show rentals exceeding $600 per square metre across Grade 1 and 2 space.

ABOUT JOHN HILL & CO
AN EXPERT & EXPERIENCED TEAM
With over 40 years of experience, John Hill & Co are
recognised as a market leading team in commercial
real estate and leasing in Sydney’s Inner West.
Based in Burwood, our dynamic and highly skilled
team offer a full suite of agency services including
sales and leasing, property management, strata
management, valuations and buyers advocacy.
The combination of local experience, proven sales
processes and long term relationships with buyers,
owners, investors and tenants makes John Hill & Co
different in a very competitive market.

ABOUT THIS REPORT
As the leading commercial property agency in the
Inner West, John Hill & Co undertake regular market
research snapshots to provide our customers with a
clear understanding of the current local conditions in
commercial property.
This report reviews the Burwood Commercial Office
Property market, managed by the John Hill & Co
Burwood Office.

All information contained herein is gathered from
sources we believe reliable. We have no reason to
doubt accuracy, however cannot guarantee it.
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